Rebel Venture Fund (RVF) is a student led venture capital fund, at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, making early-stage private equity investments ranging from $10 to $25K, although larger investments may be considered. Graduate students, as well as undergraduate students, work closely with a board of seasoned angel investors and venture capitalists to arrive at investment decisions. *No previous experience in venture capital, finance, or business necessary.

RVF members have the opportunity to:
- Experience real-world venture capital investing
- Network with local professionals, investors, professors, and entrepreneurs
- Lead due-diligence teams composed of students from various majors
- Create investment recommendations and investor presentations
- Strengthen analytical and interpersonal skills
- Gain exposure to multiple industries and specialized fields
- Earn class or independent study credits
- Review and assist existing portfolio companies

Apply at www.gust.com/organizations.unlv

INVEST IN YOU.
INVEST IN LAS VEGAS.
You don’t need to be a business student to experience venture capital financing. UNLV students are directly impacting the entrepreneurship community while gaining valuable skills.
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